Brookville Road Animal Hospital
8049 Brookville Road, Indianapolis, IN 46239
phone: (317) 353-6143

Home Care Instructions
Diet: Offer a bland diet, such as Hill’s I/D, canned or dry, for at least 5-7 days. Alternatively,
a home-cooked bland diet can be prepared, such as skinless boiled chicken and rice. If
doing well, slowly transition back to regular dog food, over about 1 week, slowly mixing in
less of the I/D-bland diet.

Additional Instructions/Comments:



Restrict activity for 10 days. He/she should be mostly inside during this time, and not
allowed to run or play with other pets No off-leash play, running, or jumping.
.
An e-collar should be worn for 10 days if he/she attempts to lick at the incision. This
is strongly recommended when unsupervised, as this is likely to occur.



Monitor incision for swelling and discharge. Expect the area to be somewhat red for
a few days. If excessive swelling or discharge is noted, please come in for recheck
examination.



Schedule suture/staple removal in 10-14 days.



Please call Choose an item. if any problems occur, such as poor appetite, vomiting,
diarrhea, or significant discharge from the incision.
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Foreign Bodies and Linear Foreign Bodies
Pets have the unfortunate tendency to eat things they shouldn't, and we aren't talking about food.
Toys, socks, rocks and other materials find their way into pet stomachs but when the foreign body
is a string, the consequences are especially dire.
Animals like to play with things and play often involves chewing. Chewing leads to accidental
swallowing and from there potential disaster can ensue. Pets of any age will play with toys but it is
generally the youngsters who get into trouble with foreign bodies. Common objects, or foreign
bodies, that are swallowed include:






Corn cobs
Balls
Socks and underwear
Rocks










Jewelry
Toys
Leashes and collars
Plastic bags (especially if there has been food inside)
Pieces of shoes
Coins (pennies are especially dangerous)
Sewing needles
Fish hooks.

The list goes on. Playing escalates to chewing, which escalates to swallowing, or the object may be
outright mistaken for food and swallowed. Often these objects will pass out the other end in a day
or two, though it is possible for a small object to rattle around inside the stomach without passing
for weeks. If the object does not pass and causes obstruction or partial obstruction, surgery will be
needed to remove it. Prompt diagnosis allows for prompt removal of the foreign body before the
bowel is badly damaged. In more advanced situations, sections of damaged bowel must be
removed and in the worst possible scenario, the intestine breaks open and spills bacteria and
digested food throughout the abdomen. This latter possibility is associated with very high mortality
and is to be avoided at all costs.
The foreign body patient develops a poor appetite and vomiting fairly quickly. Listlessness comes
soon after. Pain may be difficult to recognize and may simply appear as listlessness. The sooner
the patient is evaluated by the doctor, the better.
The Linear Foreign Body is a Special Situation
As if all this wasn’t bad enough, there is an especially bad foreign body situation when the object is
a string or similar linear structure. Common linear foreign bodies might include string or yarn
(especially for kittens) or a towel or cloth leash where the fabric has not been chewed through and
long threads are exposed.
The Drawstring Effect
Imagine a pair of drawstring pants or bag. Tie a knot in one end of the drawstring so that it cannot
move and pull on the other end. The fabric wads up along the string channel. If the string is pulled
hard enough and the knot still will not budge, the string will actually rip right through the string
channel.
This is what happens in the linear foreign body scenario. The foreign body lodges somewhere in the
GI tract and will not move. The strings, however, dangle forward in the GI tract like a drawstring.
The intestine attempts to move them forward but because the foreign body is lodged, the bowel
ends up inching up the strings similar to the drawstring channel on the pants. This type of folding
upon itself is called “plication” and is the hallmark of the linear foreign body. If the foreign body is
not removed, the strings will cut through the intestine leading to life-threatening peritonitis.
String under the Tongue
The first common linear foreign body scenario involves a loop of string wrapped around the base of
the tongue. The pet is chewing on a wad of string, the string gets tangled and loops are formed,
one of the loops lassos the tongue and the rest is swallowed. The bowel attempts to pass the wad
of string but it only gets so far. The string around the tongue becomes taut and the stomach and
bowel are sliced open by the tight string.
The usual victim of the tongue linear foreign body is a cat as cats commonly play with strings.
Veterinarians check under the tongue for strings when examining vomiting patients. The string can
be difficult to see, especially as many patients are not cooperative about this sort of examination,
and the string may have embedded in the base of the tongue where it is not easy to see. Sedation
may be needed to get a good look.
Stomach Foreign Body
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The other area where linear foreign bodies lodge is the bottom (pylorus) of the stomach. The
stomach has a large storage capacity but all of its contents must ultimately drain out of the
pylorus. If a wad of cloth is too big to pass but long strings dangle forward from its main body, the
intestine will pull at the string, plicating around the string, until the tight string simply cuts
through.

Diagnosis of Linear Foreign Body

The dark spots at the top of the abdomen represent a gas
pattern that is consistent with plication from a linear foreign
body. Photo by Marvista Vet.

The linear foreign body is particularly difficult to diagnose. Strings are too small to see on
radiographs and cloth does not show up on radiographs. Checking under the tongue for a string is
important but not always possible, and even if a string is there it is not always visible. Frequently
the only hint is evidence of plication on the radiograph or by ultrasound and even then the pattern
is likely not going to be definitive. The decision to go to surgery is likely going to have to be made
based on how sick the patient looks and innuendo from the radiographs.
Surgery
Because of the dire consequences of not doing surgery when it is needed, it is often best to opt for
surgery earlier rather than later in the evaluation process. The patient will need to be rehydrated
from past vomiting prior to surgery and stabilized. After this exploration may proceed.
Most likely the foreign body will be obvious in the stomach and can be removed at least in part
from the stomach directly. Hopefully, doing this will relieve the plication and the rest of the foreign
body can be removed from an intestinal incision. If the bowel is damaged or even perforated,
sections of bowel may require removal. After surgery, several days in the hospital may be needed
for recovery. If there is going to be a problem with an intestinal incision, it is usually seen by the
third day after surgery.
The linear foreign body surgery is generally considered a higher mortality situation than those of
more simple foreign bodies.
In a study by Basher and Fowler published in Veterinary Surgery in 1987, 24 cats with tongue
foreign bodies were examined. Approximately one third of them were able to avoid surgery by
simply cutting the string under the tongue. With the release of the string tension, the rest of the
string was able to pass uneventfully in these patients. If the cat did not show improved appetite
and activity or continued to vomit/get more listless, then surgical exploration was performed. The
point is that there is a fair chance that the expense and invasiveness of surgery may be avoided in
some tongue foreign body patients.
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